Sawyer, et al.,
By now you have read the materials I sent and have had time to talk to others. By now it should be obvious how
messed up this has become and the destruction caused. By now is should be clear how corrupt the government actors
are and the length they will exploit a situation. There should be no question regarding this point as it applies to the
vile James A. Scharf.
Regardless, Gary has been a part of this all along, regardless if he wants to admit to it or not.
As noted by Jim concerning Gary’s long-standing personal ill will toward me, Jim testified that Gary harbored
irrational animosity towards me:
Q. Has it ever been your impression right up through today that Professor Tuck disliked Mr. Chapel?
A. Yes.
Q. And when did that first become your impression?
A. Let's say in the fall of 2001.
Jim also testified that Gary harbored ill will and acted upon it publically:
A. My recollection is that on at least a couple of occasions where students were gathered and Dr. Tuck
came in and was bantering, that the banter he directed at Randy was the kind of banter that has a dig in it,
that personal -- a personal attack in it.
These personal attacks have no basis in an educational setting and clearly no place in a school that purports to teach
about Christianity. These personal attacks betray deep-seated character flaws in Gary and a lack of maturity,
Christian or otherwise. This is further buttressed with his actions both directly and indirectly through proxies
towards my mother and me over the last 16 years. Abuse doesn’t require physical touch, yet, ever since I can recall
my time at Western Seminary; my interactions with Gary are intertwined with his abuse. And now, it should be
readily apparent, the extent Gary and others at Western Seminary were willing to act to not only abuse me, but to
abuse others involved in my life, while promoting their “superior” spirituality.
Gary is well aware of the damage he has caused directly and indirectly through his proxies by now. He is, as is
others are well aware, of the damage that has been imputed to Susan and Joel and the lifetime toll this damage will
manifest – most of all to Joel.
There is no communication that I can point at, whereby Gary repudiates the actions of others at Western Seminary,
including but not limited to, Steve Korch, Lynn Ruark, Randal Roberts, Rob Wiggins, Bert Downs, attorneys, etc.
Nor is there a communication that I can point at whereby Gary has expressed his sincerest remorse for his actions
direct at others or me by himself and through proxies, including the overwhelming harm done, which should be
clearly evident.
There is no question now that the actions Gary and others at Western Seminary involved themselves in have caused
catastrophic and irreparable damage (http://timetocomecleanaboutpast.blogspot.com/2015/09/an-open-letter-tosteve-korch-gary-tuck.html).
While it is understandable for a father to want the best for his children, and certainly an honorable father will go to
great lengths to support and do what he can for his son’s future. It is not honorable to engage in corruption and
actions that by their very nature are implicitly meant to harm others. Such acts are considered criminal and carries
with it penalties, most of all when such actions impair the lives of others.
Carol and I have tried reason, but you cannot reason with corrupt people. Because of what has been done first to me
and to my family members; because of the government’s obstructionism, I see no other course of action but to
respond in a way that highlights not only the damage done but is justified at this point.
The actions by Gary and through his proxies are based in violence. Because this is all Gary knows and understands,
it is only through violence that what Gary has done, with others, can this finally end. That end will occur without
warning and without any further provocation directed at me or Carol, including provocation the government is

directing or directing through proxies at Carol or myself. The provocations of late directed at me and Carol by
proxies involved with government have only made things worse.
As far as the government is concerning, just as Susan, Joel, Carol, Dale and me are expendable, so is Gary and
others involved at Western Seminary. I have come to terms that this is the only outcome possible at this point. I have
no intention of living the rest of my life to support the lies of Western Seminary, et al., the accreditors or the
government. Reasoning has failed and as noted above, you cannot reason with criminals and those wholly intent on
causing and acting with violence in the first instance.
It is important that these things are placed into writing, so that the record clearly articulates whom (parties)
provoked an already serious and dangerous situation (cause and effect), how things digressed to this point and
why things ended the way they did.
Now you know.
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